
CHAPTER SEVEN 

METALS AND MINING 

Barbara He/wing 

INTRODUCTION 

The Iranian highlands are known for their rich metal resources which have sup
plied crucial raw materials to emerging states in Western Asia since ancient times 
(Figure 7.1). In the organisation of this supply system, the dichotomy between 
highlands and lowlands that is so significant in Elamite history (Amiet 1986) plays 
out: for a long time, lowland communities relied on materials travelling to them 
from the highland sources. A second potential supplier would have been the dis
tant coasts of Oman, where copper was mined and shipped via the Persian Gulf 
to Mesopotamia arid also to the coastal harbours of Khuzestan (Hauptmann eta!. 
1988; Prange et a!. 1999) . To reconstruct a metal supply system for Elam over 
time, we must combine evidence for the various steps of the metallurgical cycle 
from the mining of ores to the final product and its distribution. We must keep in 
mind that this evidence and its study are heterogeneous and patchy. On the supply 
side, some detailed research into specific source areas exists, but the coverage is 
uneven. A similar imbalance applies to the consumer side: a systematic archaeolog
ical and metallurgical analysis of thousands of objects from the Louvre partition 
of the Susa assemblage provides a fundamental overview for the older periods 
(Tallon 1987; Malfoy and Menu 1987), while assemblages from major highland 
sites remain little or understudied . With regard to workshops, direct observation 
is rarely possible and we rely on residue distribution and indirect data, including 
texts. A last note of caution is necessary with respect to the archaeological record 
in Elam, which is characterised by a series of well-documented periods alternating 
with centuries of limited documentation. These latter periods are largely products 
of the state of archaeological research and not real-life gaps. This introduction to 

metal production and use in the wider lands of Elam begins with a broad view 
over Iran as a supply country that was fully integrated into a long-distance contact 
network in the proto-Eiamite period; subsequently, the perspective will narrow 
and focus more specifically on the regions that define the ancient entity of Elam, 
high and low. 
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RESEARCH AND RESOURCES 

Iran as the now-proverbial "heartland of metallurgy" (Pigott 1999) has seen so~e 
targeted research on early metallurgy. Geological and mining archaeological expiora
tion was pioneered in the 196os by the Wertime Pyrotechnological Expedition linked 
to the Tal-e Eblis excavations running at the same time in Kerman province (Wertime 
1967; Arab and Rehren 2004). Geological field .prospections were also conducted by a 
French Mission in Iran and Afghanistan in the 1970s (Berthoud eta!. 1976; Berthoud 
et al. 1982), and other smaller explorations followed until this work came to a halt in 
1979. A new field project initiated in 2000 has addressed the metallurgical systems of 
western Central Iran from geology to the final product (Vatandoust eta!. 2011). 

From the perspective of artefact analysis, the exhaustive study of the Susa metal 
objects hosted in the Louvre remains a major point of reference (Tallon 1987; Malfoy 
and Menu 1987); while analytical protocol has advanced much since, the archaeo
logical evaluation of the material remains unsurpassed. To this important body that 
comprises the beginnings of metalworking until the end of the 3rd millennium BCE 
can be added smaller studies on Elamite metal sculptures from Susa (Tallon, Hurtel, 
and Drilhon 1989). Studies dealing with sites in the wider Elamite world largely 
relied on samples collected during excavations in the 1960s and 1970s, some of 
which were recently (re-)studied (Thornton eta!. 2002; Thornton eta!. 2005; Frame 
2004; 2009; 2010; Thornton 2009). Of these, only Tal-e Malyan (Pigott, Rogers, 
and Nash 20op; 2003 b) falls strictly within the lands of Elam; nevertheless, Godin 
Tappe, Tappe Yahya, Tal-e Eblis, Tappe Hesar and Shahdad are important points 
of reference. In recent years, analyses of objects excavated by Louis Vanden Berghe 
in Lorestan have provided important insights for archaeometallurgy (Fleming et a!. 
2005; Fleming eta!. 2006); this body is currently being enlarged through new sam
pling programs begun in Iran (Nezafati, Pernicka, and Momenzadeh 2009; Oudbashi 
and Emami 2010; Rafiei Alavi 2012; Oudbashi eta!. 2013; Oudbashi and Davami 
2014; Oudbashi and Hasanpour 2016). 

A last major source for understanding metal use in the Elamite world are texts; 
most important of these are the Middle Elamite archives from Tal-e Malyan {Stolper 
1984) and from Haft Tappe (Herrero 1991; Herrero and Glassner 1990) that docu
ment the distribution of quantities of metals to specific workshops and the commis
sioning of metal works. 

RAW MATERIALS 

Sources of metal 

The highlands of Iran form part of the Tethyan Eurasian Metallogenic Belt (TEMB) 
that runs from the Balkans to Central Asia. It was formed through orogenic move
ments, that is, by tectonics and magmatic events, going back at least one billion years, 
resulting in different types of mineralisations. The orogenesis of the TEMB proceeded 
through several distinct phases, each leaving specific geological formations. Different 
host-rocks hence contain mineralisations of copper, iron, silver and lead ores, and 
gold. These major metals can occur together with other metals and non-metallic ele
ments like arsenic, tin, nickel, antimony and some others in polymetallic deposits. 
These associations may have led to the unintentional production of natural alloys 
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in the beginning, but systematic alloying pra~tice is .also attested si.nce the 4th mil
lennium BCE. From the point of view of pre-mdustrlal m~tal explo1tatwn (Momen
zadeh 2004a), only some ore mineralisations were attractive, wh1le others were not 
exploited when metal concentrations per ton. of ore w.ould have been too low or the 
depth of the deposit too deep to be accessed m antlq.Utty. . 

While highland Iran is rich in metal deposits, th1s IS not true for t.he lands ofElam. 
the coastal plain of Khuzestan naturally lacks metal, and the Alp1d1c formation of 
the Zagros Mountains does not host copper or ~ther metal ore depostts. Elam would 
thus have relied on supplies from the neighbounng h1ghland zones or from overseas. 
There were copper deposits in the Sanandaj-Sirjan area and close to the town of Arak 
that seem to have provided copper to Lorestan, if not be~ond. 

Copper 

Copper is the earliest used major base metal, and it remains dominant until the 8th 
century BCE when it became successively replaced by 1ron. Sourc~s for copper are 
concentrated in the tertiary porphyry zones of h1ghland Iran ( followmg Momenzadeh 

2004a): the Orumiyeh-Dokhtar volcanic belt in. south-central and north-ce?tral Iran, 
along the southern foothills of the Alborz and m eas~ern Iran, IS the most rmportant 
of these deposits, and early exploitation is attested m numerous zones. Ores occur 
in two major forms: (1) in host-rocks of andesite and ?asalt formed dunng eocene 
submarin~ volcanism, occur mineralisations of chalcos1te, cop~er oxtdesand s~me 

. metallic copper, mainly in the form of veins. The metal content m these vems ls . htg~, 
but the size of the deposits is limited; such depositS w.ould ha_ve been attraCtive m 
ancient times but are not suitable for modern economiC expl01tanon. (2) porphyry 
and skarn deposits formed during late tertiary hydrothermal events host mmerahsa-
tions and vein deposits of copper, gold and silver. . 

Of importance are also polymetallic mineralisat~ons of copper,. tl~'. tungste~ and 
gold, as they have been discovered in Deh Hossem m the Sananda!-SrrJan belt m the 
Arak area. This deposit formed by cretaceous plutono~metamor~hic events, and Sim
ilar mineralisations exist also in central Iran, near Btqand and m nort~easternKho
rassan. However, these have not yet been investigated for traces of anc1ent mmmg. 

Ancient copper mining 

Traces of ancient copper mining often fall victim t~ modern mining activities, and 
. modern prospectors rely often on traces of ancient mining in thelr.field surve.ys. W~at 
is known today of ancient mining is thus certainly not representative for anCient mm
ing activities but can nevertheless give usan indication of the t~chnolog1es used. Two 
major factors determine these technologieS: the type of deposit, and the technology 

known by the ancient miners. . . . . 
Early mining (Stollner 2014) first proceeded by open cas.t mmmg, that 1s, ~y dig

ging up ores from the ground in open pits. Open cast mmmg would be effic1ent m 
deposits that are close to the surface; therefore the tec~nolo?y alone IS not a chrono
logical indicator. Open cast pits are in some places sttll v1stble m the landscape, fo.r 
example, at the Deh Hossein polymetallic depoSit m northern Lorestan (Nezafatl, 

Pernicka, and Momenzadeh 2006). 
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The mining of vein deposits is mainly carried out by digging underground shafts 
and galleries that fo llow the veins. To break the rock, the miners used a technique 
called "fire setting": the rock is first heated through a fire lit underneath ·and then 
is rapidly cooled by pouring cold water over it (Weisgerber and Willies 2ooo). This 
procedure cracks the rock and leaves characteristic concave traces on the remaining 
rock. Fire setting was used from at least the 3rd millennium BCE to access under-
ground veins. --- · 

Miners furthermore used an array of tools to crack the rock: hammers and mallets 
of hard stones like andesites or basalts were used in great quantities. Discarded min
ing tools in gravels descending from slopes are a good indicator of ancient mining. 
Stone tools like mortars or grinding stones are also used for the further beneficiation 
of the ores. 

Further processing of the ores took place in workshops, which were often located 
at a distance from the mines and were probably chosen for a number of reasons, most 
Importantly the availability of fue l. With the appearance of domesticated donkeys as 
pack animals in the 4th millennium BCE (Helwing 20n; Potts 2on), bulk trans
port over greater distances became possible. Together with other crucial innovations 
appearing in the proto-Elamite period, new transport technology may have contrib
uted to the apparent boom in the early metal industry in the Iranian highlands. 

The best-known copper and silver deposit in the Iranian highlands is the Anarak
Talmessi zone of central Iran (Berthoud eta!. 1976; Pernicka eta!. 2on). Attempts to 
link this deposit with textual references to the copper mountains of Kimash (Lafont 
1996) mentioned by Gudea should, however, take into account that there are hun
dreds of copper deposits known to this day, and many have yielded traces of ancient 
workings. However, only few have been geochemically referenced, and even fewer 
were investigated by mining archaeologists . Hence, the documentation of the Central 
Iranian Veshnaveh mining district can be considered exemplary (Stollner eta!. 2011); 
it attests to the systematic mining of copper in shafts and galleries following the ore 
veins at least since the 2nd millennium BCE, if not earlier. A similar date applies to the 
Deh Hossein open cast mines as far as these have been surveyed and tested (Nezafati 
and Pernika 2011: 220). 

Lead and silver 

Silver occurs in association with lead and zinc in carbonate host rocks all over the 
Iranian highlands and in the Zagros in the form of galena (lead sulfide) or cerrrusite 
(lead carbonate). Iranian deposits are in modern times exploited for zinc but were 
probably silver mines in antiquity (Momenzadeh 2004a: 16-18 and Figure 5). Alto
gether, more than 3 5 sites with evidence for ancient exploitation are known today. 

Extracting silver from argentiferous lead ores requires a refinement process to 
separate the silver from lead: the ore is smelted and heated to a temperature much 
above the melting point of silver; under oxidizing conditions, lead oxide (litharge) 
forms and metallic silver is separated. This complex so-called "cupellation" method 
is attested in Iran since the 4th millennium BCE in Arisman and Tappe Sialk (Nezafati 
and Pernicka 2oo6). 

A by-product of silver mining may have been kohl (Persian: sormeh), a black eye 
cosmetic that could be produced from litharge (Momenzadeh 2004a). Lead was also 
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the basis of a white cosmetic paste recently discovered as the content of a cosmetic 
container in Shahdad (Vidale eta!. 2012). 

Gold 

Gold occurs in Iran mainly in relation with porphyry copper deposits, and is mined 
together with copper (Momenzadeh 2004a: 18 and map Figure 7) - lv!ore than roo 
occurrences of copper with associated gold are known. These mountam-gold depos
its require underground mining, and the retrieved ores had to be grou~d into a fine 
powder. This could then be washed to let light-wei_ght elements be earned away and 
the heavy gold would remain. Today gold is mined m 13 locations m Iran that all also 
have documented traces of ancient exploitation. 

Tin 

Tin is also bound to the TEMB and occurs in considerable quantities east of Elam, 
in Afghanistan and Central Asia (for the most recent overview see Thomalsky et a!. 

2or 3). It has long been assumed that these were the sources that provided tin to t~e 
emerging states in western Asia from the later 3rd millennium BCE onwards. While 
this model by and large remains valid for the bulk tin supply that was necessary 
to sustain the Elamite bronze industry, the discovery of the polymetallic Deh Hos
sein ancient mining district in northern Lorestan has for the first time also provided 
potential evidence for exploitable tin resources in Iran. Radiocarbon dating indicat~s 
the use of the Deh Hossein mines in the 2nd millennium BCE. Whether Deh Hossem 
was indeed exploited for its tin, or rather its copper, remains to be tested. The recog
nition of tin in Iran opens a new avenue of research into early tin bronze use in Iran 
and Western Asi·a in general, as more such deposits can be expected in Central and 
eastern Iran. The Deh Hossein ores would have been suitable for the production of 
"natural" tin bronzes that would have stood out from normal copper by their silvery 
colour or could have been targeted for their tin content. However, given the size of 
the de~osit, the Deh Hossein mine could never have fully replaced imported tin that 
came from afar, probably from the East via the Persian Gulf. 

Iron 

Iron is the fourth most frequent metal present in the earth's crust and is found in 
the porphyric and metamorphic formations that frame the central highland of l~an 
(Momenzade\1 2004a: 18). The limiting factor in its exploitation was technological 
knowledge rather than its availability. Evidence for iron working is still extremely 
rare: E. Schmidt reported iron slag from Kamtarlan I, used as pavement matenal but 
possibly also :residue of a smelter (van Loon 1989: 16 Plot M, area 3 and room 1). In 
NW-Iran, iron smelting slags were observed by G. Weisgerber in Andab Jadid, and a 
date in the Iron Age II/III is suggested by radiocarbon dates (Stollner 2004: 56; only 
in the German version of text); however, neither Godin Tappe II nor Hasanlu IVB, 
both excavated on a large scale, yielded evidence for on-site production of iron. Since 
iron occurs in the same formations as silver ores, it has been suggested that recorded 
traces of iron mining may actually have targeted the silver (Momenzadeh 2004b: 18). 
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THE METAL IND USTRY IN ELAM OVER TIME 

Proto-Elamite metallurgy 

Proto-Elamite metal production is currently best documented in Arisman in western 
ce~tral Iran (Vatandoust, Parzinger, and Helwing 2orr), where the complete chaine 
operatoue of metalworking is attest~? from primary smelting to the finished artefact. 
The_ technology had developed in this area along the desert fringe of the Dasht-e 
Kavtr throughout the Chalcolithic period with workshop contexts and cottage indus
try attested, fo~ example, in Ghabrestan, and evidence also from Tappe Sialk and 
Artsman (Helwmg 2013; Thornton 2014). Without any visible interruption in the 
technology, metalworking then gained an unprecedented scale and momentum in the 
last centuri_es of the 4th millennium BCE. In Arisman, large-scale copper smelting 
to~k place m furnaces located at the outskirts of the settlement; these furnaces were 
bUilt from mud-brick and clay plaster, and had to be partly destroyed to extract the 
metal. The smeltmg process was not yet very efficient and resulted in an enormous 
amount of slag that still contained a considerable percentage of copper, altogether 
amountmg to 180 _tons of slag (Steiniger 2011). Casting and finishing of copper 
objects took place m workshops_ set up inside abandoned houses. The use of open 
moulds or two-ptece flat moulds IS attested for flat axes, and mechanical hammering 
and annealmg served to shape the final objects. Among the artefacts are mainly per
sonal ornaments from proto-Elamite grave contexts but also some tools like chisels. 
From the casting moulds it is, however, evident that these sets are not representative 
and that flat axes and mgots were produced as well. These objects seem to have cir
culated in a wider exchange net, as evidenced by the occurrence of similar axes of a 
comparable elementary composition in the piedmont area of the Zagros up to the 
Hamrin (Helwing 2013). ' 

. Analyses of the Arisman copper and copper slag indicates the systematic produc
tiOn of arsemcal copper, from which all copper artefacts at the site are made. It has 
been proposed that this was a deliberate alloying process that involved in a first step 
the production of arsenic speiss, which was then in a second step added to the mol
ten metal to prevent the arsenic from volatilisation (Rehren, Boscher, and Pernicka 
2012). However, other scholars maintain that natural arsenical copper ores might 
have been used m a furnace that produced in the end a layered cake of metal of dif-
fering quality (Nezafati 2016). . 

Arisman is now also established as a major producer of silver by cupel!ation. 
Attested largely through litharge and one lump of metallic lead as production resi
dues, Arisman silver was used for jewelry: one silver pendant was found in a ·deposit 
near the ~o~nd surface, probably a destroyed proto-Elamite grave; it belongs to a 
group of sumlar works distributed widely within the proto-Elamite exchange net
work (Helwing 2013). 

T~e Arisman investigations considerably enrich our understanding of proto
Elamite copper working in other areas, as is also attested in Tal-e Malyan (Pigott, 
Rogers, and Nash 2003a; 20o3b). Excavations at Ma!yan had not targeted specific 
workshop areas, and areas TUV and ABC rather randomly contained residues of 
metalworking,_ includi~g copper prills from primary or secondary copper smelting. 
Malyan matenal contamed small but consistent amounts of arsenic alongside nickel 
and antimony as trace elements, and it has been suggested that this arsenical copper 
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might have been a natural alloy derived from ores of the Talmessi area. Working 
seems to have taken place inside the large house complexes uncovered m areas TUV 
and ABC, but these were not specialized workshop areas. Most artefacts are consid
ered scrap metal for recycling, hence it remains to be determined whether a primary 
industry had-existed in Malyan at all during the proto-Elamite/Banesh period. 

In Susa IliA, a large number of artefact analyses attests to the consistent use of 
arsenical copper and also of other copper alloys, including lead-copper with up to 
15 % lead used for cast objects (Tallon 1987: 316-320). Besides copper, lead, silver 
and gold or natural electrum are attested. With a large number of artefacts, the Susa 
record allows for a description of the techniques and typology used . Cold and hot 
hammering and annealing are attested, and the majority of artefacts were small tools 
and personal gadgets and ornaments. There are also a number of vessels that show 
the development of metal sheet and chasing techniques, as well as repousse whereby 
the wall of the vessel is deformed from inside, which enabled the formation of three
dimensional figures. Complex objects were cast in the lost wax technique that had 
appeared in western Asia in the late 5th millennium BCE (Roux, Mille~ and Pelegrin 
2013 ). In Susa lost wax casting was used for pins with complex figurative heads and 
small sculptures cast in the round, like two anthropomorphic figurines found in the 
vicinity of the High Terrace on the acropolis that date from the Uruk period (Tallon 
1987: 307-308 no. 1320; Kargar and Loyrette 2001: 51, Figure 7). The same tech
nique was also used for noble metals; for example, it was used for two dog pendants, 
one in sil\ler and one in gold (Tallon 1987: nos. rr61-rr62). 

Trace element analyses on the copper artefacts indicate a possible supply from the 
Ir.anian highlands, possibly the Kashan - Tappe Sialk and Arisman region; another 
possible source could once more be the Talmessi area. Silver was us~d in Sus~ for jew
elry and artful vessels. Silver sheet pendants with soldered-on casmgs for mlays are 
found in originai shapes (Tallon 1987: nos. 1159-rr6o); vessels made of silver repli
cate forms known in ceramics such as spouted jugs. Some vessels, in particular small 
conical beakers, were made from lead and seem to imitate silver vessels (Tallon 1987: 
nos. 8oo--8o5). The Susa silver vessels and jewelry, however, only allow a glimpse at 
an evolving industry, whereas the major production seems to be lost to science. 

Lastly, use of metal is also attested from graves in Lorestan. Assemblages of metal 
objects, including jewelry and weapons, are known from the Early Bronze Age grave
yards in the high valleys excavated by Louis Vanden Berghe, like Kalleh Nisar and 
Mir Khair (Haerinck and Overlaet 2005; 2oo8; 2010). Many of these graves were 
. used and re-used over a long period of time, making any period-specific statement dif
ficult. Early tin bronzes are known from these graveyards, but no distinction between 
early and late:; 3rd millennium BCE is possible (Fleming et al. 2005). However, it is 
probably no coincidence that some of the earliest tin bronzes on record for Mesopo
tamia occur in Kish (Helwing 2009) and hence not too distant from the polymetallic 
mining district of Deh Hossein, which may have been exploited during early experi
mentation with local ores. 

THE 3RD MILLENNIUM BCE 

After the collapse of the proto-Elamite centers in the highlands, settled occupation is 
maintained only in a few areas of highland Iran. The former metallurgical centers in 
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the highlands like Arisman were fully abandoned around 2900 BCE, and no settled 
occupation is attested in that area before the mid-2nd millennium BCE. The same 
is true for Malyan and southern Iran, although some continuity may have existed 
there in less visible zones. Only in Susa can continuous settlement layers and a few 
re~ated graves be observed in phase Susa IIIB. The metallurgical record seems impov
enshed m companson with the preceding period: gold and lead are not attested si lver 
only occurs in small spirals and complex-cast copper objects have disappearecl. New 
shapes are daggers and spearheads as well as curved knives that find comparisons in 
the Hamnn ED IIII graveyards (Tallon 1987: 320-321). The material, insofar as it 
has been analysed, continues to be made of arsenical copper, and it seems that Susa 
still relied on supply from the Iranian highlands. 

Aro.und the 24th century BCE appear with phase IVA some new aspects in the 
metalmdustry of Susa (Tallon 1987: 322-332) that are shared over a wider area 
and that integrate impulses from the sumptuous burial culture of the southern Mes
opotamian city states, in particular Ur. Some graves in Susa contained chariots like 
t~ose known from Ur, and the typology of copper vessels was also closely related. 
Tm bronze makes a first appearance in Susa but at a much lesser scale (Tallon 1987: 
3 3 3-3 3 5) than at Ur, where it makes up about 40% of the copper-based objects in the 
cemetery. At Susa, the majority of the assemblages was still dominated by arsenical 
bronzes and this remained so into the 2nd millennium BCE. Noteworthy is a hoard 
of tin bronze drinking vessels from the famous "vase a Ia cachette", dating to the very 
e~d of Susa IVA (Tallon 1987: 329 Figs. 53; 54; 333), that corroborates the impres
swn that tm bronze use was then reserved for members of the elite. 

A second avenue for influence on the Susa IVA industry is exchange with south
eastern Iran, where urban centers had emerged around the same time that the proto
Elarnite central highland sites were abandoned. Shahr-e Sukhte, Shahdad and the 
Jiroft region yielded a rich record of metal objects, mainly from graves (Hakemi 
1997; Piperno and Salvatori 2007; Pittman 2013) . Shahdad and Shar-e Sukhte also 
yielded slags and ores, evidence for primary copper working. It has been proposed 
that ovens excavated in the "craftsmen's quarter" siteD in Shahdad were ancient cop
per furnaces (Hakemi 1992), but this reconstruction remains highly doubtful, as the 
kilns closely resemble domestic ovens known from settlement sites of the Bactrian
Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC), for example, in Gonur Depe (Boroffka 
2015: Figure 4). While the site was certainly a primary production site, we have to 
rely largely on analyses of slags and of artefacts. Finds from the various graveyards 
are highly distinctive and comprise objects of arsenical copper and of silver, and to a 
much lesser extent of gold. Most characteristic are cast objects, like decorated tube
shaped maceheads (Hakemi 1997: type Go. 4) or magnificent decorated axe heads 
(Hakemi 1997: type Gp. 8, Gp. 9); also famous are metal basins with hollow animal 
figures in repousse (Hakemi 1997: Gs. 4-7). Cast copper stamp seals of BMAC type 
allude to the distinct cultural influences that all leave a mark on the local record 
(Hakemi 1997: type Ia) . 

These urban centers of southeastern Iran developed in lockstep with the later ED 
period in Mesopotamia and with Susa IVA. Although strictly speaking outside of 
the sphere of Elamite interest, they are noteworthy for having maintained a primary 
metal industry based on arsenical copper. In between southeastern Iran and Susa, 
only a few related assemblages are known, but these are of high significance for the 
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relations-between the two regions: some leitfossils from Shahdad, in particular dag
gers with long, flat tang and drooping shoulders (Hakemi 1997: Gq. 1-3 l. find a dtrect 
comparison in the recently excavated graveyard Deh Dumen m the Kohgtluyeh-Boyer 
Ahmad province (Oudbashi, Naseri, and Malekzadeh 2015). How~ver, t~e vessels 
analysed from Deh Dumen are made from tin bronze with up to 15 Yo of tm, unhke 
the Shahdad materials that only use arsenic bronze. This pattern mdtcates that the 
two sites participated in different supply networks for copper and tin. 

When the Akkadian kings began expanding their territory and integrated Susa at 
least temporarily into their administration (Susa IVB), the previously e~istin? sphere 
of shared styles and technologies across the Persian Gulf and the !raman highlands 
disappeared. Those urban centers of southeastern Iran that continu~d to exist turned 
towards the Persian Gulf and the Indus. From a metallurgteal pomt of vtew, these 
centres maintained an industry based on arsenical copper well into the 2nd millen
nium BCE. This observation remains somewhat puzzling, as the tin sources that were 
tapped into for supply of tin to the Mesopotamian states lay in th~ East, and most 
probably in Afghanistan, hence were spatially close. PoSSibly the tm supply to the 
emerging Mesopotamian states was rather negotiated through oversea trade. ~hts 
was certainly the case when the Akkadian expansion reached out to dtsta.nt regwns 
of raw material supply, most ostentatiously by using imported black dwnte or gab
bro from Magan, modern Oman, for major monuments. T~is same suppl.y area was 
then probably also used for a supply in copper, which was dtfficult to obtam from the 

notoriously unruly mountain people. 
For Susa, the integration into Akkadian administration in phase IVB had repercus-

sions in its material record (Tallon 1987: 337-339), and Susa's immediate hinterland 
seems to have participated in this shift. Forms and types were now strongly oriented 
toward Mesopotamian models, as is best evident from new types of battle axes wh.ose 
prototypes we recognize in the Akkadian pictorial record. However, u~hke the s~tu
ation in Mesopotamia, it seems that the Susa IVB metal mdustry saw httl~ techmcal 
innovation and had limited access to raw materials, both copper and alloymg agents. 
A text from Susa provides a guideline for bronze alloying by adding one part of tin to 
eight parts of copper (Limet 1972; Tallon 1987: 339), ~owever, tin bronze .remam~d 
a rare material until the 2nd millennium BCE, and eXtstmg bronzes have mtmmal tin 
contents. Only two objects, both obviously prestige items, are exceptions to this rule: 
the battle axe of Ilish-mani with 5.9% tin and another axe with a ridged neck and a 
tin content of 4.9%. This uneven distribution corroborates the model that tin bronze 
was probably still reserved for prestige users as before i~ the "v~se a Ia cachette" 
hoard. The only major innovation of period IVB is the mtroductlon of stlver as a 
currency, which aligns Susa with the administrative habits of the Akkadtan state (Sal-

laberger 2013 ). . 
In the subsequent Susa V period (Ur III-Shimashki), the formerly u?balanced Sit-

uation seems to have rapidly evened out (Tallon 1987= 340-3 p). Tm bronze has 
now become more common, in particular for weaponry. Some exceptional trace ele
ment compositions, for example, copper with antimony, also point to distant sources 
from where material was probably imported. Other unusual trace elements are 
lead nickel and iron and arsenic also appears, sometimes in high amounts. These 
unu~ual mixtures rna; indicate a fairly high degree of recycling. Susa V also witnessed 
some important technical innovations: a new method to create a strong connection 
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between a dagger blade and handle is "casting-on", whereby a handle is cast in a clay 
mould that has been formed around the already existing blade tang; by pouring liq
uid bronze into this mould, the blade surface also melts and forms solid metal bonds 
with the handle material. The use of soldering as a technique to connect pieces of 
bronze relies on the same principle, and its discovery could be related; soldering had 
previously been observed only on sUy_~r jewelry in the proto-Elamite period. 

The Susa V metal industry was embedded in a strictly urban setting with fully reg~ 
ulated administrative activities. The building undertakings of the Ur III kings at Susa 
made use of the same types of standardized foundation figures that are known from 
other monuments in Mesopotamia. Sixteen "basket bearers" inscribed with the name 
of Shulgi were found in Susa, eight each in the Inshushinak and in the Ninhursag 
temple (Rashid 1983: 3z-165, Pl. 3 3; Tallon 1987: nos. I32I-I336, 308-3 IO). These 
figures are solid casts that derive from two-valve moulds; some still have a burr visi
ble around the outer contour of the figurine. However, they are all slightly different, 
which may indicate that they were indeed made in lost wax technique but that the 
wax model was cast in a mould and then finished by a different hand. It can only be 
speculated whether this technique may have influenced the change in the production 
of clay figurines as well, by introducing the use of unilateral clay moulds that stan
dardised the treatment of the figurines (Spycket I99Z: 54). 

Bronzes from phase Susa V are largely found in graves, so the record must be con
sidered biased. The assemblages contain objects of local production and types that 
link to Mesopotamian prototypes as well as materials related typologically to -pro
ductions in either Lorestan or the distant East. A hammer axe inscribed in Sumerian 
with the name of the Ur Ill king Shulgi was certainly produced in the wider BMAC 
area, where the distinctive zoomorphic design was at home, and was used as a votive 
offering (Arniet I966: z43 no. I76). A more likely Susian production is a aistinctive 
axe type with a baroque inflated shaft named type "Attahushu" following the inscrip
tion on one such axe found in the Ville Royale at Susa (Tallon I987: nos. 46-65). 

A major component of the Susa V metal production was jewellery. While the 
record is certainly exaggerated due to the high number of grave inventories in this 
phase, it is nevertheless obvious that the Susa gold and silversmiths accomplished 
new forms and techniques during this time (Tallon I987: 350). Golden pieces are 
often, in fact, electrum with I5 to 40% silver, which may indicate usage of placer gold 
imported from the East. The jewellery shapes stand out by their clear and elegant 
shaping, but the craftsmanship remains rather sloppy and sometimes merely imitates 
techniques established in Mesopotamia. For example, gold filigree and granulation 
were imitated in relief form. 

This extensive discussion of Susa's metal industry and it~ wide-ranging contacts is 
necessarily biased, as the contemporary record for highland Fars in the Kaftari period 
remains fairly patchy. From the Tal-e Malyan excavations, only a handful of objects 
was retrieved, mainly rods or scrap metal (Carter I996: 34-3 5 ). Six of the ten objects 
contain tin (Pigott, Rogers, and Nash zoo3 ), which indicates that Malyan, like Susa, 
participated in a network that received its supply via the Persian Gulf trade. 

The situation is different for the western Zagros in the late 3rd millennium BCE, 
at which time the rugged highland terrain of Lorestan and Ilam can be identified with 
Awan and Shimashki, home of the first Sukkalmah rulers of Susa. A highly original 
style of metalwork emerged there in the late 3rd millennium BCE, the beginning of 
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a tradition that would last into the Iron Age. Unfortunately, many graves containing 
the so-called Lorestan bronzes have fallen victim to looting,' but the excavations by 
Louis VandenBerghe have yielded invaluable information from documented contexts 
for the later Early Bronze Age and the Iron Age. Elemental composition analysis of 
some of his finds initially located the Early Bronze Age metal work from Lorestan 
squarely within the overall picture of a regulated Mesopotamian metal industry ~ith 
access to tin bronze (Fleming eta!. zoos). Lead isotope analysis, however, contradicts 
this finding and seems to indicate local supply systems based on sources in northern 
Lorestan in the Arak region (Begemann et a!. zooS: 3 8). Arsenical copper was also 
still in use, and some objects were cast from lead-copper alloys. 

THE 2ND MILLENNIUM BCE 

The masterful study ofF. Tallon and her colleagues on the Susa metals ends with Susa V 
(Tallon I987, although some anecdotical znd millennium materials are included in 
the catalogue), hence before Elam came into being as a political player. This end date 
can be explained by the major interest of archaeometallurgists in questions of early 
supply systems and alloy practices, which are assumed to have been less significant 
in later periods when a high degree of recycling and mixing should be taken mto 
account (although this too requires systematic testing). This by no means reflects an 
ancient reality, since Susa and Elam remained a major broker in the long-diStance 
tin trade, which became ever more important (Reiter I997: zi3-z39 on tin tra~c 
according to ind millennium BCE texts). Susa has been the scholarly focus of Elam1te 
studies, with attention directed largely to sculpture and works of figurative art (Tal
lon, Hurtel, and Drilhon I989; Amiet 2006) and no longer to mundane artefacts and 
technologies. A notable exception is the recent study of daggers from Haft Tappe, 
which combines ·typological and analytical methods (Rafiei Alavi zo12). Hence, for 
the major part of Elamite history in the znd and Ist millennium, we have only selec
tive studies of individual or just a few metal objects at our disposal, a situation made 
worse by the gaps in the archaeological record of the highlands. 

The first excavator of the Middle Elamite site of Haft Tappe (c. I soo-I3oo BCE) 
claimed that scant metal finds had been preserved, as the city was raided before it 
was sacked around I3oo BCE (Negahban I99I: 45-46). This provides a .misleading 
impression, as a· recent study lists about 900 metal artefacts from the site.' Many 
metal objects were found in the workshop area of terrace complex I next to a pottery 
kiln; the excavator assumes that this kiln served alternatively for firing ceramics and 
for working metal. Several bronze ingots were found alongside a pile of arrowheads, 
some daggers. and spearheads (Negahban 199I: 46-48 nos. zo7-215, Pis. 30-31). 
Recent scientific analyses of the daggers, which are characterised by lunate-shaped 
guards forming the connection between hilt and blade, revealed that the guard wa~ 
created through a complex process of casting-on onto a previously cast blade (Rafie1 
Alavi 201z). Among the axes found at Haft Tappe, one was identified as iron at 
the time of excavation (Negahban I99I: 47), but the finds were not submitted to 
analysis. Haft Tappe also yielded examples of decorative and prestige items. One 
is a massive shafthole axe inscribed with the owner's name in Elamite (Negahban 
I99I: 48 no. ZI7; Pl. 31, color Pl. 3A). Others are furniture and wall decorations, 
like two silver tubes (Negahban I99I: I I 3-I I4, Pl. s6) discovered in front of a door 
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to terrace complex I, probably belonging together as end fittings of a wooden rod. 
A small bronze plaque with high relief and repousse showing a ritual scene (Negah
ban 1991: I 14 no. 481; Pl. 56) was collected from the environs of terrace complex I. 

Late Middle Elamite Chagha Zanbil was largely deserted after the nth cen
tury, although a modest settlement continued to exist on the site. The metal objects 
remained there in the temples together with other votives, and a number of metal 
weapons with inscriptions have beenoiscovered in and around the Kiririsha temple. 
A-decorative battle axe head dedicated by king Untash-Napirisha to the two Elamite 
deities, Napirisha and Ishnikarab, discovered in the Kiririsha temple is an interesting 
example for the artful combination of different metals, silver and electrum (Amiet 
1966: 358 no. 265): the axe has an asymmetrical shaft that ends in the head of a 
lion holding the axe blade in its wide-open mouth. The neck of the axe is adorned by 
a three-dimensional figurine of a crouching boar made of electrum. The hatchet of 
Untash-Napirisha as well as many other objects, for example, a spade-shaped object 
with a joint between shaft and spade in the shape of a serpent's head discovered in a 
chapel northwest of the ziqqurat and identified with the symbolic spade of Marduk 
(Amiet 1966: 3 59 no. 266), demonstrate the potential of casting-on technology to 
safely combine different pre-fabricated modules, and hence also to join together dif
ferent alloys and metals. This procedure allows the selection of materials best suited 
for specific purposes, like durable dagger blades versus soft but easy-to-decorate han
dles. It also provides possibilities for deliberately combining materials of different 
colours. 

STATUETTES FROM DEPOSITS ON THE 
ACROPOLIS OF SUSA 

For the 2nd millennium BCE, two groups of statuettes from the acropolis of Susa are 
important; proposed dates range from the early 2nd millennium to the 12th century 
BCE and the Middle Elamite period.3 One group comprised 26 copper and bronze 
statuettes of mixed date, some going back to the early 2nd millennium (Tallon, Hurtel, 
and Drilhon 1989). The deposit was found underneath a Middle Elamite pavement 
close to the Inshushinak temple and was henceforth dubbed "Inshushinak deposit" 
(de Mecquenem 19op). Most figurines are shown in a gesture of adoration and 
therefore the complex has been interpreted as a hoard of abandoned temple inven
tory; however, other scholars advocated its interpretation as a temple foundation 
deposit. The second group comes from a real hoard discovered in the cult precinct 
halfway between the ziqqurat and the Inshushinak temple (de Mecquenem 1905b). 
With its splendid objects, which included a solid figurine of silver and another of 
gold, as well as faience figurines, carnelian beads and a lapis lazuli dove, the hoard 
became known as "trouvaille de Ia statuette d'or". It has been proposed that these 
objects may have formed part of the inventory of a treasury associated with the royal 
funerary cult, a suhter (Grillot 1983 ). As is the case with the above-mentioned hoard, 
not all objects must date to the same time, and it has been suggested that the silver 
and gold figurines may be as old as the early 2nd millennium BCE (Pittman 2003 ). 

In the Inshushinak group is a figurine of a deity seated on a chair in the shape of 
a coiled serpent and surveyed by three upright serpents from behind (de Mecquenem 
1905a: Pl. XVIII, 1; Tallon, Hurtel, and Drilhon 1989, no. 3) . Despite a mediocre 
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state of preservation, the deity's long layered skirt is in line with standard iconogra
phy of the early 2nd millennium BCE, while the emphasis on serpents refers to the 
Elamite pantheon. The figure has been cast in the lost wax techmque from a rather 
pure, un-alloyed copper. This choice of material sets it apart from the other objects 

in the group, . 
The other figurines in the Inshushinak deposit are humans in postures of worsh1p 

or bearing offerings (see Figure 7.2) . They differ in size and iconography but also 
quality of the representation. As a rule, these figurines were cast in one piece, but 
some have detached arms. A few pieces with some detail are produced as hollow 
casts; this sophisticated technique correlates with the use of alloys, copper with either 
tin or lead or both, indicating that the ancient craftsmen were aware of how ~o 
improve casting behaviour by using alloys; however, alloys were also used for sohd 
casts, and with the small sample size no clear robust correlation between alloys and 

techniques can be determined. 
Two figures from the Inshushinak hoard stand out by their quality of representa-

tion (Tallon, Hurtel, and Drilhon 1989, nos. 5, 12). One shows a worshipper wit_h 
a raised hand and a long skirt (Figure 7.2, centre). His hair protrudes far over his 

Figure 7.2 Anthropomorphic figurines from Susa, 2nd millennium BCE, 
as an example of casting in lost wax technique (Courtesy J. Alvarez-Men). 
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forehead in a typical Elamite fashion. The other figure bears a dove as an offering; 
he has a shaved head and a long, dotted skirt (Figure 7.2, left). Together with a third, 
broken figunne, these are the only examples of hollow casting in the hoard. Interest
mgly, all three figures differ in their composition: the offering bearer is made from 
un-alloyed copper, while the worshipper is cast from tin bronze, and the fragmented 
figurine is made from a lead-copper alloy. 

The offering bearer from the Inshushinak deposit Closely resembles the two solid 
figurines from the "trouvaille de Ia statuette d'or" (Figure 7-3) (de Mecquenem 1905 b: 
~1. XXIV). One IS made of gold with some 6.5% silver and 1% copper; the other is of 
silver With traces of gold, copper and zinc (Harper, Aruz, and Tallon 1992: 146-148 
Nos. 89, 90, F. Tallon). Both are mounted on a rather irregular piece of copper and 
both are shown carrying an animal and wearing a long, dotted skirt with fringes at 
the hemline. They differ in gesture and in particular in their hairdo, as they have a 
beard and wear a braid over their head, which may identify them as royal figures. 
Both figures were cast in the round in the lost wax technique. 

Gesture and garment as well as the purity of its material link the god figurine from 
the Inshushinak deposit to three other deity images from Susa. All these deities are 
dressed in layered g~rments and wear the typical horned crown. One figurine is part 
of a composition, With the god seated like a rider on a chariot that has been cast sep
arately from copper of a different origin. One standing god has his left hand covered 
in gold sheet, probably the residue of an original gold plating of the complete figu
nne (Tallon 1987: 310 no. 13 3 7). Such sheet gilding procedures were widely applied 

Figure 7·3 Statues of worshippers in solid gold (right) and silver (middle and left) from the 
so-called trouvaille de Ia statuette d'or at Susa (Courtesy]. Alvarez-Mon). 
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to sculptures made from less expensive material like wood. A silver "mask" found 
together with two silver hands also on the acropolis (de Morgan 1905: Pl. VII) may 
have belonged to such a wooden statue.• The silver mask is a good example of how 
materials could be combined, as the eyes were inlaid in ivory. From the same cache 
came two "wigs", probably parts of composite figurines, that combine frit and gold, 
or frit and bronze (de Morgan 1905: Pl. VIII, IX). 

The two figurines from the "trouvaille de Ia statuette d'or" are fixed to their sup
port by a rod described as "anchor-shaped" . Others have simple rods indicating that 
they were once fixed onto a support; some figurines are shaped as if to fit a support; 
we can therefore assume that many of these small figurines did not serve as an end 
in themselves but adorned practical equipment like chariots or pieces of furniture. 

MORE METAL FROM THE DEPOSITS ON THE 
ACROPOLIS 

Numerous small hoards of valuables and scrap gold and silver were found on the 
acropolis in the zone of the Inshushinak temple foundations (de Mecquenem 19osa). 
Stratigraphic control is poor, and the distinction between the Ur III temple founda
tion and the Middle Elamite temple remained doubtful in many instances, but a good 
number of the objects belong to the Middle Elamite period. Besides the bronze figu
rines already described above, a wealth of small-scale metalwork, including golden 
sun discs and inscribed gold sheet fragments, was discovered. Among the "trouvaille 
de Ia statuette d'or" objects was also a golden whetstone finial in the shape of a lion's 
head with fine granulation (de Mecquenem 1905b: Pl. XXIV) . A gilded dragon head 
made of silver· (de Mecquenem 1905a: Pl. XIII, 1a-b) has not been subject to an 
examination of the technique used. 

MONUMENTAL SCULPTURE 

With the development of hollow casts in the 3rd millennium BCE, most famously 
attested through the copper head of an Akkad ruler found at Nineveh (Strommenger 
1962: Pl. XXII-XXIII), size limitations on bronze sculpture had been overcome and 
the only remaining limitation was the available amount of copper/bronze. In Elam 
a life-size sculpture is attested in the Middle Elamite period, when some of the most 
spectacular metal sculptures were made in Susa (de Morgan 19ooa; de Morgan 

. 190ob). Some sculptures were exceptionally large and. heavy; they were cast in com
plex procedures that are best studied in the famous statue of Napir-Asu (see below) 
and a related fragment. We can only assume that despite these spectacular finds, 
much materi~l is missing from the record: Many objects show traces of heavy mutila
tion, probably inflicted when Susa was defeated and sacked by the Assyrians. 

The largest piece of bronze sculpture found in Susa during the excavations of de 
Morgan on the Susa acropolis in the area of the Ninhursag temple is the statue of 
Queen Napir-Asu (Figure 7-4} (Lampre 1905; Amiet 1966: 340, 372 no. 28o; Amiet 
1988: 97-98 Figure 57; Spycket 1981: 313-314 Pl. 204; Harper, Aruz, and Tallon 
1992: 132 no. 83; Potts 1999:218-220 Pl. 7.3 ), wife ofUntash-Napirisha, who com
missioned the construction-of the ziggurat at Chogha Zanbil. The inscription names 
the queen and ends with a curse formula that evokes the Elamite deities Napirisha, 
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Figure 7·4 Middle Elamite Statue of Queen Napir-Asu from Susa 
(Courtesy]. Alvarez-Mon). 

Kirisisha and Inshushinak . It is the only monumental metal sculpture from Elam 
surviving almost intact, although the head and most of the left arm were removed in 
antiquity. This treatment of statues was not exceptional, since another fragment of 
a life-size statue in the Louvre museum (Amiet 2oo6) seems to have belonged to an 
even larger statue of better execution. The Napir-Asu statue is a standing female with 
hands crossed before the body in a posture reminiscent of the earlier worshipping 
figures. It 1s preserved to 1.29 m height (up to shoulder level) and weighs 1.75 tons. 

Examinations of the statue (Lampre I905; Harper, Aruz, and Tallon I992: I 32-
I3 5 no. 83, by F. Tallon, see I3 5 footnote u; Meyers 2000) provide detailed insight 
mto the complex castmg process. The statue consists of an outer shell and a solid core 
of copper which are significantly different in composition: the outer shell consists of 
copper with some trace elements and about I % tin; the core is cast of bronze with 
I I% tin. The two types of metal differ in their melting points: the copper from the 
outer shell melts at a much higher temperature than the tin bronze of the core. Cast
ing Napir-Asu followed a multiple-step process: first, a core was constructed from 
small clay bricks, and fired; then the core was embedded in wax and sculpted, with. 
sobd arms and hands, and the major elements of the garment decoration were laid in. 
A metal plug on the top had been planned to accommodate a core pin to mount the 
separately cast, now lost, head. Copper chaplets were inserted through the wax into 
the clay core, and then this model was encased in clay. The wax was molten and a 
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cavity left behind to be filled with copper. In a next step, the clay core was removed, 
the copper shell turned upside down and the interior filled with consecutive casts of 
tin bronze. Further work steps would include the removal of grates, polishing and 
decorating. The copper of the outer shell is physically softer than the bronze used for 
the core, facilitating the chasing and punching of the details of the garments. It may 
also have helped to fix a gold foil wrapped around the statue in a way similar to the 
gold plating observed on smaller statues; the existence of a long vertical groove on 
both sides of the statue may indicate original plating for this piece as well. The solid 
bronze core remains a puzzle as it appears a remarkable waste of valuable material. It 
has been speculated that it helped to stabilize the (over-) fragile shell (Amiet 2006) or 
served to hide valuable material (Meyers 2000) and safeguard it from potential loot
ing: in Mesopotamia, valuable materials were turned into temple inventory as a way 
to obtain divine protection for this material that was calculated according to weight, 
not according to the skill of craftsmanship. A second, but equally hypothetical alter
native is that this core contained material recycled from a war booty of weapons that 
had been made from high-quality tin bronze. 

Other extraordinary bronze works are two giant cylinders with inscriptions by 
Shilhak Inshushinak, each 4.36 m long, discovered in 190I on the acropolis (de 
Mecquenem I98o: I4). The same king ordered the making of a bronze plate with a 
complex figurative cult scene that was found during excavations at the acropolis of 
Susa (Gautier 191 r), not far from Napir-Asu's statue. This model, called Sit-Shamshi, 
shows tw" kneeling men involved in a ritual (Figure 7.5). They are surrounded by cult 
paraphernalia, men and objects rendered as three-dimensional models attached to a 
flat plinth. X-ray investigations allow the production process to be detailed (Harper, 
Aruz, and Tallon 1992: I 3 y-I4I no. 87 Figure 4 3; F. Tallon, analyses F. Drilhon): the 

Figure 7·5 Model of a Middle Elamite ritual scene from Susa, so-called sit-shamsi 
(Courtesy J. Alvarez·Mon). 
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bronze plinth was cast upside down in a mould together with some solid modules. 
The figures of the two men had been cast separately beforehand and were joined to 
the model by casting-on the plate. Some larger objects like the basins and pilla-rs were 
ca.st to~ether with the plate; the altars, jars and trees were cast separately and secured 
w1th pms. The trees and other objects, some lost today, were fixed with rivets. The 
material used is low tin bronze, with a slightly higher tin amount in the elements cast 
separately like the altars. One side- Of ·an altar preserves residue of silver, indicating 
that poss1ble sliver and gold foil was originally added to the model for a colour effect. 

A few more cast monumental bronzes were found in Susa. Among them are the 
"serpent table.", a fragmented table of bronze framed by two large uncoiled snakes, 
surrounded by a row of five standing figures holding vessels before them in a posture 
comparable to that of the figures on the fac;ade of the reconstructed Inshushinak 
temple (de Morgan 19ooa). This table has variously been called an offering table 
or an altar cover. A fragment of a cast bronze vessel with high relief may originally 
have been covered by gold sheet as the finishing of the copper surface is rather rough 
(Amiet 2oo6, 74). The same may have been true for a fragment of a bronze stele 
from the acropolis mound (de Morgan 19oob) whose original size cannot be recon
structed. It is organised like a stone stele in registers, the main register showing a 
row of seven divine warriors.l An inscription in Elamite has been inserted between 
the figures of the main frieze. No technical investigation has been carried out, but it 
seems the plate was cast solidly from the back, and the botanical decoration of the 
lower register was punched. 

MIDDLE ELAMITE TEXTS 

With all the large-scale monumental pieces just listed, we may be able to gain a better 
understanding of the amount of material that was originally in circulation and also 
how much has been lost over time. This is best exemplified by the situation at Middle 
Elamite Malyan, known from the excavations in area EDD on the highest part of the 
mou~d where a monumental building was partly exposed (Carter 1996). Although it 
IS ev1dent that this is a building of monumental scale, only very few metal items were 
found there in layers IV and III; no evidence for metal production is recorded either, 
as any workshop would have been located away from the elite residence. However 
the building contained the scattered remains of an archive of texts recording account; 
and recipes for metalworking (Stolper 1984). As one of the major texts names the 
Elarnite king Huteludush-Inshushinak, a date around rroo BCE for the corpus is 
realistic. Texts belonging to a different archive dealt with animal hides and food 
which indicates a spatially differentiated administration for individual crafts. Th~ 
metal-related tablets are written in Elamite but use Akkadian loan words, for exam
ple, for copper and bronze. The tablets are written following a standard formula: 
first the relevant metals and their respective weight are listed, then orders are made 
for objects to be made from the metal, mostly figurines, rosettes and door embel
lishments for temple adornment. The tablets end by naming the administrator and a 
date formula. The amounts of material listed vary widely and for gold run from r to 
1,445 shekel and for copper/bronze from 2.5 to 3,6oo shekel; the total copper/bronze 
transactions recorded add up to 36,ooo shekel, a little more than 300 kg (Stolper 
1984: 10). This provides us a glimpse at the amount of material that went into the 
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lavish decoration of temples and palaces; it also reminds us of how much archaeo
logical evidence we are missing. The texts from Haft Tappe,_ once ~ul~y read (Herrero 
and Glassner 1990; 1991; 1993; 1996}, will probably prov1de a stm1larly 1mpress1ve 
picture of the amounts of metal in circulation during the Middle Elarnite period. 

IRON 

Worked iron occurs in Iran occasionally from the Late Bronze Age onwards, but it 
becomes more widespread only in the Iron Age II from the roth to the 9th century 
BCE (Pigott 1977; r98o; 1989; Overlaet 2003: 150-151); initially, the majority of 
objects are decorative items and jewellery such as bracelets and rings. In weaponry, 
bronze was used for arrowheads alongside iron well into the 8th century BCE. Only 
in Iron Age III did iron become the material of choice for armament, while bronze 
remained .in use for decorations and sheet metal objects that required chasing and 
repousse. Iron was hence not used at first for any physical properties of the material, 
and most probably these were not known yet: to take advantage of the strength of 
iron, the material must be forged into steel; low-carbon wrought-iron objects would 
be at best equivalent to tin bronze in their efficiency as long as the technology of steel 
production had not yet been developed. As indicated by the r~current usage of 1ron 
for objects of personal adornment in the early phase, the matenal seems then to have 
carried a certain prestige, at least during the early periods of its use. 

No wOl'kshops are known up to today, just a few slag fragments (see above, iron), 
and the only evidence for the introduction of iron are the artefacts proper. From Iron 
Age II onwards appear bi-metallic artefacts: pins with a fi~urat~ve bronze head and 
an iron shaft, or daggers with iron blades and a bronze h1lt. It" has been remarked 
that the technology behind the production of bi-metallic daggers was unusually com
plicated, as it remained difficult to unite two such different materials in one object. 

ROYAL TOMBS WITH JEWELLERY AND 
METALWORK 

The dearth of settlement sites for the Neo-Elamite period that results by necessity in 
a lack of metal finds in the archaeological record is balanced out by the discovery of 
three extraordinary assemblages of the last decades of the Neo-Elamite occupation. 
Two are funerary constructions found by accident in Jubaji (Shishegar 2015) and 
in Arjan (Alizadeh I98 5; A.lvarez-Mon 2010}, both in the Ram Hormoz area; these 
burial chambers contained bronze coffins in the shape of bathtubs, and a wealth of 
jewellery (e.g, the gold animal-headed terminal bracelet in Figure 7.6} and luxu~y 
vessels made of gold and electrum, silver and bronze; the third is a complex of Sli

ver vessels and other objects allegedly from the Kalmakarre Cave (Bashash Kanzagh 
2000; for a critical discussion, see Henkelman 2003 ), that has partly been confiscated 
from looters and whose unity cannot be proved. 

Many objects from these complexes attest Elamite-style iconography: both Jubaji 
and the Arjan tomb yielded gold rings with broadened disc-shaped open terminals; 
one of these "power rings" was inscribed with a royal name; noteworthy are also 
the small seated ladies with a fishtail that adorn the handles on some of the silver 
and bronze pans in Jubaji. No systematic archaeo-metallurgical analysis has yet been 
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Figure 7.6 Animal-headed bracelet from the "tomb of the two Elamite princesses" 
at Jubaji (Courtesy J. Alvarez-Mon). 

conducted on any of these objects. However, it is evident that Elamite artisans were 
familiar by now wit? all techniques of casting and chasing, repousse and chiseling, as 
well as soldenng, fi!tgree and granulation. 

CONCLUSIO N 

A few patterns in the organisation of metalwork in Elam through time become 
evident from this brief overview, despite the biased research situation. Beginning 
With matenal provlSionmg, Elam always depended on supply from outside; first it 
was part of the proro-Elamite long distance network; when this waned the mid-
3rd millen~ium B_CE saw the exchange prestigious items over long dista~ces; Elam 
and Susa~ m particular, form a node in this exchange, bringing substantial exotic 
matenal mto the country. With the integration into the Mesopotamian state, the 
exchange and supply seems to have been temporarily cut off in two directions- the 
overland contacts had already waned, and the seaborne trade shifted under the 
control of imperial administrators. Only from the second millennium BCE onwards 
had a steady supply of tin built up that also reached the mountainous hinterland 
of Susa. 

Silver supplies _seem firstly to have been obtained from the Iranian highlands, but 
then probably shifted as well when the former highlands centres were abandoned. 
!he origin of gold is not known; there would have been opportunities for gold min
mg m highland Iran as well as further east. Iron, lastly, appeared in the last centuries 
of the 2nd millennium BCE. 

- Metals and mining-

Technically, copper smiths and jewellers in Elam were at all times level with the 
Mesopotamian manufactures. Alleged elements of delay and a lack of refinement that 
have been raised previously cannot be verified against the material record due to the 
poor chronological control of the archaeological record from Susa, and it will remain 
a major effort for future research to scrutinise these claims. What is evident, however, 
is the enormous amount of material and skilled work that went into projects com
missioned by the Middle-Elamite (and probably, but still less visible, also later the 
Neo-Eiamite) state, as is attested from artefacts and from texts alike. 

NOTES 

1 For a brief overview on the history of research, see Overlaet 2003 : 14-16. 
2 A new investigation of 900 Middle Elarnite metal artefacts from Haft Tappeh has recently 

been undertaken by Babak Rafiei-Alavi {Rafiei Alavi 2015). I wish to thank Babak for allow
ing me access to this still unpublished corpus. 

3 The problem of dating these deposits that seem to contain some material which was old at 
the time of deposition is not pursued further here. The reported circumstances of the discov
eries are sometimes vague or contradictory. Usually both groups are dated to the I 3th cen
tury BCE, while the individual objects may well be considerably older, see (Braun-Holzinger 
1984 to name but the most explicit statements; Tallon, Hurtel and Drilhon 1989; Pittman 
2003). 

4 This cache is often dated to the Neo-Elamite period for stylistic reasons, as the silver face 
seems a .bit more "puffy" than is usual in the middle Elarnite period. De Morgan himself 
insists on a middle Elamite dare in the 1rrh century at the latest; interestingly, several iron 

. blades are said to have been found with the silver mask. · 
5 While it is certainly a possibility that the fragment relates to an "archaizing Elamite" ico

nography, as proposed recently by (Alvarez-Man 2015) in an attempt to dare the piece to 
the 9th-8rh century BCE, I would nevertheless classify it with the other monumental works 
of art in the fina l middle Elamite period, as the monumental bronze relief calls for display 
in a splendid ahd undefeated capital. Following the sack of Susa in II 53 BCE, the Elamites 
retreated into the mountain zones, and population and settlement in the plains was much 
reduced. No representative architecture is robe expected for the coming 200 years, and with 
this, no monumental sculpture either. 
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